American University Neighborhood Partnership
Student Life and Safety Working Group Summary
February 20th, 2024

Key Discussion Points:
- Welcome, Review agenda and Introductions
- Student Conduct Report Out
- Data and Working Group Performance
- Revisiting Orientation Materials
- Updates on AU’s Visits to High-Rise Buildings
- Student Housing Occupancy Discussion
- Adjourn

Summary: After a welcome by the co-chairs, Jeff Brown reviewed off-campus student conduct incidents since November 2023. Next, Chuck Elkins reviewed a handout on how to measure the working group’s success and what data the group should focus on collecting, Chuck also lead an initial discussion on how the group could best provide feedback for the online student orientation which was developed several years ago. Then Gwen Coleman reviewed her recent visits to nearby high-rise buildings which contain student-renters. Raymond Ou, Vice President for Student Affairs, closed out the meeting by leading a discussion on a possible housing mandate for AU undergraduates moving forward.